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Ocean Systems Announces New Three Day DVR Assessment and Video Recovery Training Course
Law Enforcement students will perform evidentiary video recovery from multiple different DVR’s using various methods
and techniques, to include exporting the native files, copying of the original recorded files, video capture, network
connectivity & acquisition and exporting.
Burtonsville, MD February 3, 2014 – Ocean Systems, the market leading provider of forensic video analysis solutions,
announced today a new training course, DVR Assessment and Video Recovery. This class will provide students with an
overview of the multiple challenges that may arise when acquiring digital video evidence using multiple techniques. It has
been developed based on the Law Enforcement & Emergency Services Video Association (LEVA)’s “Best Practices for the
Acquisition of Digital Multimedia Evidence”, with consideration also given to various other industry related guidelines and
best practices.
This 3-day course will also provide instruction on Ocean Systems latest solutions for DVR recovery and digital evidence
management, to include Omnivore, the Omnivore Field Kit, and Ocean Systems’ soon to be released digital evidence
management solution.
The first class will be held in Tacoma Washington at the Tacoma Police Headquarters April 8-10, 2014. The instructors will
be Larry Compton and Edward Baker who are both Certified Forensic Video Analysts with extensive Law Enforcement
backgrounds and who are recognized instructors on various digital and multimedia evidence topics.
Upon successful completion of this course participants will be familiar with common technical and legal issues related to
the acquisition and use of digital video evidence. The learning environment consists of lectures, real world examples, and
hands-on exercises. Anyone completing this course will be provided a certificate of completion (worth 24 hrs. of Vendor
Training) which can be applied towards a LEVA certification.
Who Should Attend: This course is recommended for anyone who will be responsible for the recovery of digital video
evidence from CCTV systems.
For more information including pricing please visit www.oceansystems.com or call 800-253-7516.
About Ocean Systems
Since 1999, Ocean Systems has been providing multimedia evidence collection, clarification and analysis systems to law
enforcement. Since then, our solutions have become an industry standard and the solution of choice of over 1,800 Local,
State and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies in the US and around the world.
Ocean Systems dTective® solutions are listed on (GSA) Schedule; contract number GS-35F-0638J.
For more information: www.oceansystems.com, 800-253-7516
For conference information: www.oceansystems.com/dtective/events.htm

